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“Photography for people In Love.”
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Yosemite Wedding Photography

I love shooting people In Love in Yosemite…  

Yosemite is one of the most special places on earth, and I know you know, 
because you’re choosing to get married here. Yosemite changed my life when I 
was 18 and I discovered it, I knew I had found my new home. I lived in the park 
for most of the next 10 years exploring extensively and really tuning into this awe 
inspiring landscape. Ever since it’s been my deepest home, my soul home, and it 
brings me immense joy to be able to work with you and capture moments and 
memories for you to cherish from your sacred time here in Yosemite.
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Wedding Photography - $4400  

I keep my wedding photography offerings very 
simple but of the highest quality. My Yosemite 
Wedding Photography offering is perfect for most 
situations, but I also love to design custom packages 
if you’d like to tailor something more to your specific 
desires and needs. 

My Yosemite Wedding Photography offering 
includes complete coverage*, high res files as a 
digital download, and a beautiful online viewing 
gallery of the select best images to share with your 
friends and family.  

All packages include: 
~ Digital Images & Online Viewing Gallery 
~ Creative brainstorming and help planning 
~ Complete coverage * 
~ Travel is included 

If you need limited coverage or additional coverage, 
I also offer several other options: 

~ 5 hours coverage - $3200 

~ 6 hours coverage - $3600 
~ 7 hours coverage - $4000 

~ Additional hours - $400 

* up to 8 hours
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Day After Shoot - $950  

One of my favorite additions to a Yosemite 
Wedding is a Day After shoot. After the build up of 
months or possibly years of planning leading to 
your wedding day, most all the stresses have 
subsided the day after and you get to enjoy your 
first day as a married couple. We can take our time 
and go to multiple locations without worrying to 
get back to the reception, or we can go on a hike 
or an adventure to one of the endless unreal 
viewpoints within the park. We’ll be able to plan 
around the best light for whatever location(s) we 
choose and create some incredible images 
together. The session starts at around two hours 
which is perfect for hitting a couple easy to get to 
spots in the Valley, or a short hike out to Taft Point 
or something like that. If we want to go out a little 
further or even have a big day, we’ll prepare a 
custom quote with additional hours being $295. 

Engagement Shoots - $750  

I offer engagement shoots at a special price for those 
that book their weddings with me, because they’re really 
a great way for us to get to know each other before the 
wedding day. This really helps you get more 
comfortable in front of the camera, which allows for 
much more natural & authentic images from your 
wedding day. Sessions are usually around an hour or two 
and can be in Yosemite or anywhere else if you’d like. 
Travel is included to Yosemite & will be quoted for other 
destinations. The sky’s the limit, we could fly to Italy for 
a session if we’d like, so don’t be afraid to dream big! 
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“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step” ~ Lao Tsu
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“Out beyond our ideas of wrong-doing and right-doing, there is a field. I’ll meet you there.” ~ Rumi
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“Both light and shadow are the dance of love.” ~ Rumi
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